Multiple Taxed Entities
Mapped as a Single Polygon

Untaxed Mapped Entities
- Dedicated Street ROW Polygons - City or County owned (D)
- County-owned ROW Polygons (C)
- ROW Polygons associated with State and Federal Highways - State owned (S)
- ROW Polygons in RW roll (1997-present) (R)
- ROW Polygons in RE roll (Total Value 0, Land Use 411, 458, 458P) (P or F)

Unmapped Taxed Entities
- Leased Land Parcels (L)
- Mineral Rights & Underground Storage Parcels (P or F)
- Vertical Condominium Parcels (P)
- ROW Parcels (Total Value 0, Land Use 411, 458, 458P) (P or F)

Multiple Taxed Entities Mapped as a Single Polygon
- Condominium Common Area and Vertical Parcel Polygons (Z)

Condominium Unit and Carport Polygons (P)
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Standard Platted (P) and Non-Platted (F) Polygons
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Standard Platted (P) and Non-Platted (F) Parcels
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Property Spatial Database

Real Estate Tax Roll